Don’t let your brain turn to mush when it comes to nonfiction!

This nonfiction retelling chart with MUSH is a great way to help readers know what’s important to understand when retelling nonfiction.

Read more about how to use it @ THIS READING MAMA
Grab the entire Nonfiction Retelling Pack!

Available at my blog’s shop or my Teachers Pay Teachers Store!
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My Brain’s Not MUSH with Nonfiction

1. **Main Idea**
   What is the text mostly about?
   Look for details and facts about it.

2. **Uncover the Purpose**
   Why did the author write the text?
   What was his/her purpose?

3. **Structure**
   What is the text structure?
   Use this to help you retell.

4. **Helps**
   Text features like the title, headings, and images help you know what’s important!

I can retell nonfiction!
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